MISSING EMAILS?

20 May 2019: SACPCMP has requested all of its registered persons to please check their email settings to ensure that their SACPCMP emails/communications are being received and not blocked.

Those utilising company email addresses should communicate with their IT departments to ensure they do not block SACPCMP emails;

Those using a personal email address (for example: Gmail or Yahoo accounts) should check their spam/junk inboxes to ensure that they have not missed out on important correspondence from SACPCMP.

Security or spam settings for email accounts may be the result of emails not being seen.

SACPCMP thanks its Registered Persons for their assistance in this matter.

From the SACPCMP Team

Note to Editors
The South African Council for the Project and Construction Management Professions (SACPCMP) is empowered by section18 of Act No.48 of 2000 to certify, register and regulate the Project and Construction Management Professions.

Media Contacts:
Natasha van der Berg
079 892 4017
CommunicationsMedia@sacpcmp.org.za

Or

Yuven Gounden
066 300 6542
Stakeholderrelations@sacpcmp.org.za